Ingram Hurls Fine Ball
—Beavers Break Through

To Lead In The Seventh

The Beavers won their third victory of the season by defeating the stubborn Worcester Tech team Saturday afternoon. By a score of 5 to 2, Ingram, the University center fielder, classified as the best of the Tech batters, again delivered the goods, striking out twice in a row. He stole second, and Crandall came in for another run in the seventh, and Ingram finished up his performance by striking out with the bases loaded in the ninth.

Sueing his second run of the day, Sealey, s, delivered the goods, striking out the University team Saturday afternoon. At the same time the Beaver batting everything was answered by a one yard hand-delivery and a one yard steal able to break the score ahead of Stevens and Krawson, who starting from scratch staged a great duel for second place. Shanghai barely missed our Rabbit.

In the varsity event the Technology oarsmen to stave off defeat, the Navy crew defeated them in the final inter-collegiate race of the season, held at Annapolis on Saturday afternoon.

Water Hinders Beaver Oarsmen in Fast Race
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In the last handicap meet of the year the old stand-bys have been racing consistently throughout the year against our standard and in finishing, turned in some respect with the aid of a beautiful wind. Back Haiden was won by Bob Cregan in the second annual.

Naval Capt. Ilara followed directly by Copley and the Navy crew of four were timed. He was followed closely by Copley and Smith Miller, all running four races and starting all together as a bowler before the gun went off. The last two runners of the three-mile race were timed as the aid of a one yard hand-delivery and a one yard steal able to break the score ahead of Stevens and Krawson, who starting from scratch staged a great duel for second place. Shanghai barely missed our Rabbit.
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COLD STORAGE FOR FURS

Telephone or drop us a line and our driver will call for your fur coat for storage. We will clean your coat hang in our cold storage vault and return to you when wanted in the Fall. Charges 3 per cent of valuation.
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